Invest in Your Staff: CCA
Workshops Increase Productivity
CCA’s is partnering with Jim
Groshans, FabriCoach, to
present two Professional
Finishing
Workshops
this
January. Both programs will
run from 9:00 a.m - 4:00 p.m.
The first program will be held on Saturday,
January 20, at Laundry Locker in San
Francisco, CA. The next program will be
on Sunday, January 21 at Bryan’s Cleaners in Pasadena, CA. The cost of each program is only $79/members and $179 for
non-members.
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On behalf of the Officers,
Directors, and staff of CCA -- I
want to wish all of you a happy
holiday season, and a happy &
prosperous new year.
This is a great time of year to reflect back on
the past year, and think about all that we have
accomplished, as well as a good time to take
a look ahead at our own goals and objectives.
It is also a great time to make ourselves new
resolutions on things we are going to do in the
coming year.

Arik Levy, CCA President

I am really proud of all that we have been able
to accomplish with CCA over the past year. We have successfully transitioned to a
new management team. We have have a new website, www.calcleaners.org, that is
constantly updated with news, education events, and helpful tools. We have given
CleanFacts, our bi-monthly magazine a complete makeover. We have improved our
electronic communications and e-blasts making us more accessible to our members.
We continue to make a concerted effort to be more accessible to our membership.
We are even working to have a greater in-field presence with our Executive Director,
Peter Blake, periodically visiting cleaners throughout California. I am very excited
to be able to say we have turned the membership tide and we are actually growing in
membership.
As I look to the future, I see great things on the horizon. My own personal resolution
is to use my CCA/DLI Membership more, and to take advantage of all the opportunities I have available to me. I hope you will do the same. Take a look at the full menu
of services you have in your membership category. Are you taking full advantage of
your membership? Don’t just pay your membership fee and put the list of benefits on
the shelf. Review it -- look at it -- and make sure you are getting all you can. Read
the article on page 6 of this magazine and see if you can check all the boxes. Put your
membership to work for you.
Take advantage of the education programs from CCA. In January, Jim Groshans is
presenting 2 workshops on Professional Finishing. Put them on your calendar. We
have a great laundry tour co-sponsored with SoCal at the USC campus. Our Fabricare
2018 exhibit and convention promises to be one of the best we have had in a decade.
There are some very exciting things ahead, and I am proud to be working with you all!
Have a GREAT New Year!

Arik Levy
Laundry Locker
(415) 255-7500 / arik@luxerone.com

Upcoming Events...

Fabricare 2018 Returns to Long Beach
CCA is pleased
to announce a
return visit to
Long Beach for
Fabricare 2018.
The association recently
announced its intentions
August 18-19, 2018 • Long Beach, CA
to return to the venue
for 2018 and booth
sales are currently open
for the event that is set
to take place from August 18 - 19. Commitments have already been received for over
50% of the floor space, well ahead of previous shows.
“Exhibits like this are a tremendous undertaking,” noted Peter
Blake, CCA Executive Director, “and the planning takes well over
a year. I am really excited about the event, and I know it will be
one of the best in the entire country.”
“We have been looking at show improvements, great educational
programs to hold in conjunction with the event, and some new
ideas that will enhance the attendees experience.”
CCA has retained the same show management company as it util-

ized in 2016, lead by show manager Leslie Schaeffer.
“This will be an event you can’t afford to miss,” added Blake. “We
are fortunate to have Leslie back running the show. Her unique
experience coupled with her familiarity with the venue from last
year will gives us a great opportunity to really improve the show.
I am confident the show will be one of the best in CCA’s recent
past, and I am excited about some of the enhancements we will be
bringing to the attendees — and the exhibitors.”
Details are still being finalized, but visitors can expects aisles full
of the latest industry technology and services throughout the exhibit hall as well as several educational programs designed to help
drycleaners be more profitable and continue to be strong in the
future.
CCA has a block of rooms at its host hotel, Renaissance Hotel, at
a rate of $189 per night and a small block of rooms at the Hyatt
Regency for $219 per night.
CCA will keep members and prospective attendees updated via its
website located online at www.calcleaners.org. The site includes a
complete prospectus for companies interested in exhibiting (Early
Bird pricing is still available), a floor plan, and an up-to-date list
of exhibitors. Information may also be obtained by calling show
management, (215) 830-8467.

Business development information...

How are you Attracting New Business?
Written By Peter Blake, CCA Executive Director

As
we
work
through the early
winter season, I am
getting asked more
and more --”How
do I get more Business?”
I usually respond by asking
who your best prospects
are? Your best prospect for
more business is your current customer. You need to educate your current customers on the
true extent of your menu of services. Far too often you are stuck
in the shirts-pants-coats mentality of your basic offerings, not the
full scope of what you can offer your best customers.
The best advice I can give you is to start by making a list of services you provide. I would then take a look at what the cleaners around you are promoting to see if there is something on their
menu of services you aren’t providing -- but should be. Next, I
would analyze which of your customers are using your services
in order to list the most popular optional services. When you take

that information into consideration with the profit potential of the
service, you can then determine what services you want to grow.
Once you have the list of services you want to concentrate on, take
a look at how you are getting the information out to your current
customers. Are you utilizing Social Media? Remember the old
adage, “A picture is worth a thousand words”? It is even more
true today because the picture can be seen by so many, so quickly.
A video is even more powerful. When you can show before and
after affects of your service, or a video demonstrating the complex
nature of your business -- customers will begin to understand the
professionalism and talent you use in caring for their garments.
The effect of E-mail Marketing, using Facebook, and utilizing
your webpage can be dramatic when done right.
How do you promote your services? What do you offer? Are
your counter personnel trained to introduce customers to optional
services they may see value in? These are the things you need to
concentrate on to increase volume and business. Call me at the
CCA office if you need help developing your marketing strategy.
Next month I will focus on ways to get your message out to new
potential customers.
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Regulatory Alert...

California Employers Now Banned From Asking
Salary History During the Hiring Process
Written By Jibit Cinar, Esq., Cepkinian Cinar Law Group

In September of 2016,
Governor Jerry Brown
signed Assembly Bill
1676, which mandated
that
salary
history
alone could not be used
to justify pay inequalities between employees.
On October 12, 2017, Governor
Brown took that a step further and
signed Assembly Bill 168, which
now prohibits employers from
even asking about salary history information during the hiring
process.
Here’s what employers need to know about the bill:
1.

2.

Employers cannot rely on salary history information during
the hiring process as a factor in deciding whether to offer an
applicant employment;
Employers cannot rely on salary history information during
the hiring process as a factor in deciding how much to pay an
applicant;

3.

Employers cannot ask, either orally or in writing, how much
an applicant has made in the past;

4.

The bill applies to all employers, regardless of how many employees the business employs;

5.

An applicant may ask a prospective employer to provide the
pay scale for a position for which he or she is applying;

6.

The bill does not prevent an applicant from volunteering,
without being prompted by the prospective employer, his or
her salary history;

If an applicant does volunteer his or her salary history, the bill does
not prevent the prospective employer from considering the information when determining the salary for that applicant.
The approved bill becomes effective January 1, 2018. It is imperative that employers revise their applications for employment so as
to delete any inquiries into salary history.

For More information
If you have any questions regarding the passing of Assembly Bill
168 or would like a professional to review your application for
employment, please contact Jibit Cinar, Esq. directly at (714) 8354529 or jibit@cclawgroup.net.

E du cat io n R ecap. . .

Management BootCamp Receives Rave Reviews
CCA
held
its
first ever, Management bootcamp to rave
reviews.
The
program
was
held on October 20 & 21 is Oakland, CA.
The program, “How
to Run a Drycleaning
Plant Easily, Efficiently, and Profitably” was a first of its kind, and
was presented by Management Expert Don Desrosiers of Tailwind
Systems. This program, which has been held in other areas around
the country, is critical to increasing your management efficiency.
CCA is planning to host the workshop in the SoCal area next year.
The course explored the necessity of monitoring labor and production. Attendees learned the basics of why you need to track
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information, and then they explored how to put that information to
use. Included in the discussion was methodology for calculating
cost per piece, boosting productivity, managing labor costs, and
interpreting information.
“Management training is one of the most requested topics we receive,” offered Peter Blake, CCA Executive Director, “and this
was a great opportunity. I wish more people had been able to take
advantage of it. People need training like this, and need to prioritize it when it is available. Unfortunately, there is never a guarantee
the program will be repeated in an area.”
Due to the feedback of the attendees, CCA will be planning a
second, follow-up BootCamp next year. The second program will
feature different management topics.
For more information on all upcoming events, visit www.calcleaners.org where you will find the most up-to-date information on all
CCA Activities. Please e-mail us at peter@calcleaners.org if you
would like to request a class or educational program in your area.
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INCRE ASING MEMBERSHIP ROI...

Using DLI’s New Effortless Social Media
Written by Peter Blake, CCA Executive Director

Are you putting
your
membership to
good use? Are
you maximizing
your return
on investment
for your membership
dollar?

Once registered, you need to set-up the program and grant DLI
access to your Facebook page. There is a downloadable PDF on
the next page that will walk you through it. It is best to do the following steps on a computer rather than a mobile device.

I sincerely hope you are, but if you are like many members you get
too busy and things seem to slip through the cracks and before you
know it a year has passed and you haven’t used your membership
as much as you intended. This series of articles are designed to
make sure you get the most from your membership. Six times
a year we will highlight one member service for you to use now.

Next select the “Settings” button. Select the “Page Roles” option.
You will then be able to add DLI as an editor to the page. Under
“Assign A New Page Role”, enter ricgnzlzcr@gmail.com as an editor, select the account titled “Ric Go”, and click the “Add” button.

Effortless Social Media
Most members I talk to understand the need and benefits of maintaining an online presence. They know they need to do it, and they
want to do it, but it often ends up on the bottom of the “To Do” list.
Members who don’t use professional services like Be Creative,
will start a program, but won’t be consistent and before you know
it -- its been months since something was posted.
That is where DLI’s new Effortless Social Media Program comes
into play. When you sign up for the service, DLI will post consumer oriented posts directly to your page weekly. It is consistent,
automatic, and best of all -- included with your membership at
Silver and above.
It is a GREAT program, and one that can be used to compliment
what you are already doing, or can be a stand alone beginning to
getting your company an online presence.

Get Started
Go to DLIOnline.org and click the login button on the top menu
bar. You will have to put your membership number in. You will be
taken to the members only page, where you can select “Effortless
Social Media” from the menu. There you will fill out your business
information and submit it to DLI.

First step is to log-in to your Facebook page (you will need your
username and password). Once in Facebook, you need to click on
your business page. Click on the top right arrow and select your
page. If you don’t have a separate business page, call me and I will
help you get set-up.

You will have to confirm your password, but you are all set. Just sit
back and wait for the automatic posts to start populating your page.

How Many Boxes Have you Checked?
This is our fourth article on how to increase your membership return on investment. We want to make sure you are using your
membership, and taking advantage of all the tools in your business
development toolbox.
How many have you done? If you can’t check off all 4 boxes below, then make a New Year’s Resolution to do them now. The next
certification exam period is April 7-15, 2018. you must register by
March 30, 2018.
Don’t wait, get busy on your membership “to do” list. I would
hate for a year to go by with you wondering how can DLI help.
All articles are
archived on our
website, so if you
missed a past article, or just need
to be reminded of
how to activate the
service, visit www.
calcleaners.org.

The Next California Cleaners Association Board Meeting
CCA Board Meeting,
Laundry Locker, San Francisco, CA
10:30 am - 3:00 pm on Saturday, January 20, 2018
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Parking
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UPDATED 12-07-17

HOW TO BE A LAUNDRY PRO
Speaker: Henri Barbe, Faultless Starch

Sports Cleaning | Shirt Laundry tricks | Commercial Laundry | Wet Cleaning

USC ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT FACILITY TOUR
Featuring Todd Hewitt - USC Equipment Manager
Tour of Heritage Hall Heisman Trophies and John McKay Center
Enter off Jefferson/McClintock and park in the Downey Way Parking structure ($12) and meet at the
John McKay Statue in front of John McKay center.

Saturday, January 27, 2018
10:30 AM TO 2:30 PM
Cost: $25 per person
Sponsored By:

Call for reservations today 714-494-9350 or online at www.SoCalCleaners.org.

Reservations Mandatory to attend tour
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Equipment Maintenance Information...

What Does It Mean to be Efficient?
Written By Louis D’Autorio, Facility Manager of Sun Country Cleaners, DLI Member Submission

There are many ways you can achieve efficiency. Production, purchasing of products
and supplies, managing labor costs can all
contribute to overall efficiency, and are
first and foremost to running a successful
business. It doesn’t end there, However.
A good maintenance plan can be instrumental in saving energy
-- but is also crucial to increasing your plant efficiency. Now you
must be thinking: “How can maintenance make my business more
efficient?” Simply put, it costs a lot of money to maintain a plant,
and it might surprise you when you look at the numbers.

Preventative Maintenance Programs
For starters, what does a good maintenance plan involve and cost?
The first thing that we need to realize is that with any good maintenance program, it is preventative in nature. When you prevent
breakdowns and schedule services to not affect your daily operations, you are being efficient.
As we all know even a small or simple breakdown can cost you a
lot of money in both labor costs and in time lost. Here is a simple
analogy for you. Would you allow your car to go sixty thousand
miles before performing an oil change? Any individual that has
this approach might think to themselves that they can save about
seven hundred dollars by avoiding this routine maintenance, but
that thinking will almost certainly cause a blown motor. That in
turn will end up costing you way more than the seven hundred
dollars you were trying to save.
How does an oil change relate to my dry cleaning business? It
is actually quite
simple. How often
do you spin your
filters, change your
cartridge
filters,
or clean your button traps? Do you
clean out your lint
traps
thoroughly
every day? We require filters to be
spun 3 days a week,
usually Monday,
In need of Maintenance
Wednesday,
and
Friday mornings. On average, that is about every 12 to 16 loads
per machine. Once a month, we also manually spin the filters to
give them a longer spin program. The cartridge filters are changed
out when they are at eighty percent capacity. So, if the manufacturer recommends changing them out at 20,000 pounds we change
them out at less than 16,000. An efficient plan ensures that all lint
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and button traps are thoroughly cleaned at the end of each day. That
means it is not just cleaning the filters but also removing them,
wiping down the housing casings and cleaning the air sensors.
These are equally important because if the air sensors are clogged
they may give false readings, which may extend drying times.
Other routine maintenance that should be performed include changing out check valves,
sensors and cleaning
your coils. You should
also take apart your
solvent pump, clean and
inspect it. These things
are all equally important, but only need to be
done on annually. Just
remember, some of these
more technical issues
should be handled by an
experienced mechanic.
Lint can build up quickly
All in all, excluding the cost of the cartridge filters proper maintenance can be done for only a few hundred dollars per year. When
you consider a new dry cleaning machine can cost around fifty
thousand dollars, you realize just how important a good maintenance plan is and how much money it can end up saving your
company. One thing to remember is to keep a log of what you do
and when. A log will help in scheduling future maintenance; it
can also help in diagnosing potential problems. Diagnosing poor
filter pressure, and realizing that it has been twenty-five thousand
pounds since you last changed the filters.

Taking Care of your Equipment is Key
Ever notice how as your dry cleaning machine gets older it slows
down? What used to take an hour and ten minutes now takes an
hour and a half? Your drum doesn’t fill up with solvent in the
time given through the program, and you find yourself having to
manually add more? By failing to do the preventive maintenance
described above you can restrict the air flow and or the flow of the
solvent. If you are cleaning four loads a day and it takes an extra
fifteen minutes. That’s an hour a day your will lose in production
time. That leads to an extra hour of labor and an extra hour for
your utilities. Add that up over the course of a year, and there
is a where your profits are going. Even worse, fail to do these
preventive maintenance steps and restrict air flow. You can freeze
lines causing a breakdown and a mechanics visit. Breakdowns
cost time and money. You don’t need to be wasting time and energy dealing with breakdowns that are preventable. You need to
be proactive and efficient. Being efficient means using resources
in a cost effective manner. When you divert resources to catch up
from down time, you have lost time and money that could have
been used to grow your business.

DLI_EffortlessSocial_August17_NatCloJSA_AdFA_Layout 1 7/12/17 2:05 PM Page 1

When is the last time you
updated your Facebook page?

With DLI’s new Effortless Social Media program, you won’t have to.

DLI finds and posts content for you. Weekly updates
keep your profile fresh and engaging with customers.
It’s that Easy.

www.DLIonline.org
800-638-2627

GO TO DLIONLINE.ORG/ESM OR CALL DLI FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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Business development...

Why and How to Invest in your Biggest Asset:
Your Employees
Written by James Peuster, 21st Century Drycleaning & The Route Pro

It’s no secret that many
of you struggle to find
and keep good employees. In fact, we often
hire when we are desperate and then hope
and pray the they will
reach their performance standards.
Whether you are starting a route
or have 5 vans out there, you want
and need top talent to grow and add
value to your company. Company culture, productivity, and overall employee happiness stem directly from how much training, responsibility, and empowerment you have. With the growing need
for route drivers and the escalating trend of high turnover rates,
it’s more important than ever to be investing time, resources, and
money into your employees. Instead of spending endless amounts
of dollars to hire and retrain new employees, dry clean owners
need to focus more on how to hire and retain top talent.
Additionally, dry cleaners who are starting routes simply cannot
afford to have a high turnover because of a lack of cash flow early
on. Avoid high turnover and invest in your team with this in mind.

Hire for Willingness, Train for Skills &
Capabilities
I heard this saying early on. Just because someone’s skills are a
perfect fit does not mean they are a perfect fit for your company.
In interviews, besides asking about a candidate’s qualifications, I
like to figure out what type of person they are, what they like to do
outside of work, and what their true passions are. It’s much easier
to teach someone a skill if they are willing and motivated than it
is to motivate someone who has the skills — or worse — try to
change their personality or workability within the company. This
is why we recommend DISC profiles and MOTIVATORS. This
allows both you and I to look into the soul of the potential hire.

Expect To Succeed.
One of the biggest reasons people leave a job or are unhappy with
their current employer is that they don’t feel challenged or feel like
they are experiencing personal growth. Not only do people want
to be led, but they also want to feel that you believe in them and
want the best of them.

Delegate
Giving responsibility to those within your organization shows
that you trust your employees. The goal is to replicate your own
leadership qualities in your organization, and that will not happen
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without giving responsibility and showing your trust so that they
can take themselves, your route and you to the next level.

Benchmarks & Accountability
It’s important to hold your employees accountable, but it’s also important to be accountable to them. Spend time with each employee
to ensure that things
are going well personally and professionally “It is important to hold
in their role within the
company. This is a great employees accountable,
opportunity to work out
any problems or issues but it is also important to
and, most importantly, a
be accountable to them.
great time to brainstorm
ways that the company Spend time with each
could be doing things
better. Hold weekly employee...”
route meetings with
your route staff. As
things start to grow and scale, spend time with your leaders and
developers so that they know they are being measured..

Be Patient & Flexible
Hold your employees accountable, but also be flexible to their
needs, learning curve and initial performance . By creating a flexible environment and culture, you can really empower your employees to embrace failure and learn from their mistakes instead of
constantly walking on eggshells. Additionally, if you are spending
more and more time correcting mistakes, letting people go, and
hiring new employees, it will stunt your business’ growth — no
matter how well the company is doing.

Training
Invest in training as if your new employee is an asset, not a liability. If you look at it as a cost, then you will have a negative attitude
towards results. Your expectations may also be too high, thus both
parties will be frustrated. Your most important asset as well as
your highest line item in your P&L is labor.
Route developers need the proper tools to learn, grow, succeed and
stay positive to be a long-term contributor to your business. Don’t
have the exiting driver train the incoming hire.
The bottom line is that many of us look at employees and staff
members and money going out without analysing how much they
have and still bring in. Employee turnover is costly, time consuming and involves a risk of customer turnover as well.
This doesn’t mean that you never fire someone; it suggests that you
should invest time and resources in firing them up first.

2017 CCA’s Allied Trades...
3 Hanger Supply co.

fuji star shirt systems

R.R. Streets & Co.

A.L. Wilson Chemical Co.

fulton boiler works

reterro inc

AlbatroSs USA Inc

Garment management systems

BEcreative360

Gold state laundry systems

Jerry Moore
(800) 941-6673

Jerry Moore
(800) 941-6673

calclean inc

GreenEarth cleaning

seitz “the fresh company”, inc

Chevron Phillips

henderson insurance agency

select risk insurance services

Newport Beach, CA
(949) 863-0900

Long Beach, CA
(562) 216-9016

Columbia/iLSA

hendricks mechanical

sigma garments films

Fullerton, CA
(949) 633-9616

Rancho Dominquez, CA
(310) 344-2732

compassmax/maineline computers

itsumi usa, inc

SNA Manufacture

Falmouth, ME
(800) 354-2525

Gardena, CA
(310) 532-0534

Acworth, GA
(678) 631-1010

covers etc, inc

kleen-rite, Inc.

SPOT Business System

Arlington, TX
(800)

St. Louis, MO
(314) 353-1712

Draper, UT
(801) 495-1200

Daniel Steam Inc

kreussler, inc

The Green garmento, llc

Torrance, CA
(213) 926-9113

Tampa, FL
(813) 884-1499

Chatsworth, GA
(323) 512-2600

Drop locker

kelleher equipment supply inc

The route pro

San Francisco, CA
(805) 886-9445

Long Beach, CA
(562) 422-1257

Edgeton, MO
(816) 739-2066

enviroforensics

leonard automatics

Unipress corporation

Indianapolis, IN
(317) 972-7870

Denver, NC
(704) 483-9316

Ez Products International Inc.

megs envirotech solution inc

Wauchula, FL
(877) 906-1818

Huntington Beach, CA
(714) 343-6109

Irvington, NJ
(973) 375-1111

European finishing equipment

memories Gown preservation

united fabricare supply, inc

Secaucus, NJ ,
(201) 210-2247

Houston, TX
(866) 492-4696

Fabricare management systems

metalprogetti us

Acwoth, GA
(770) 966-9323

Phoenix, AZ
(602) 944-2923

fabritec international

norchem corp.

Florence, KY
(859) 781-8200

Los Angeles, CA
(323) 221-0221

firbimatic

pacific steam equipment

Hawthorne, CA
(887) 679-8800
Kearny, NJ
(201) 997-3300

Los Angeles, CA
(800) 233-4468
Orange, CA
(949) 270-1609
Orange, CA
(714) 921-1234

The Woodlands, TX
(800) 858-4327
West Babylon, NY
(202) 723-7616

Woodstock, IL
(815) 338-2355

Sylmar, CA
(818) 361-1066

Pulaski, NY
(315) 298-5121

Little Rock, AR
(501) 420-1682

Kansas City, MO
(816) 926-0895

Santa Fe Spring, CA
(562) 906-9292

Naperville, IL 60007
(800) 4STREETS
Livermore, CA
(925) 227-1192
Sankosha

Elk Grove Village, IL
(847) 427-9120
scanq

Tampa, FL
(813) 886-2700

Tampa, FL
(813) 623-3731
Unisec/NY

Los Angeles, CA
(310) 537-2096

US Western multitech Inc

Anaheim, CA
(714) 525-3616

white conveyor

Kenilworth, NJ
(908) 686-5700

yamamoto japan, inc

Smithville, MO
(816) 729-1223

parker boiler company

Los Angeles, CA
(323) 727-9800
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Heat Seal Presses, Heat Seal Labels
and Genuine Rope-Ties
You Deserve the Best!

The Ultimate Heat Seal Machine
Proudly made in the U.S.A. • Built to OSHA standards

Toll Free

877.906.1818
www.ezpi.us
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Choose from 3 models, 7 different interchangeable
lower platens and single or dual heated platens
• Eliminate paper tags
with text and barcode
labeling solutions

• Operator Error Detections
• Only weighs 15 lbs

• Automatic fabric thickness • Ideal for retail countertops
adjustment
• Lifetime Free Technical
Support
• Small footprint

Genuine MBH Rope-Ties
Stop Shaking Out Shirts.
Save time. Save money.
Don’t be fooled by cheap inferior ones!

California Cleaners Association
A Drycleaning & Laundry Institute
Partner
700 N. Valley St, Suite B PMB 69559
Anaheim, CA 92801

For up to date news and information,
visit us at www.calcleaners.org

2 YEAR
WARRANTY

